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SQL The Complete Reference, 3rd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Get comprehensive coverage of every aspect of SQL from three leading industry experts. Revised with coverage of the latest RDBMS software versions, this one-stop guide explains how to build, populate, and administer high-performance databases and develop robust SQL-based applications.&nbsp;

SQL: The Complete Reference, Third...
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Modeling Volcanic Processes: The Physics and Mathematics of VolcanismCambridge University Press, 2013

	Understanding the physical behavior of volcanoes is key to mitigating the hazards active volcanoes pose to the ever-increasing populations living nearby. The processes involved in volcanic eruptions are driven by a series of interlinked physical phenomena, and to fully understand these, volcanologists must employ various physics...
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Advanced Infrastructure Penetration Testing: Defend your systems from methodized and proficient attackersPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A highly detailed guide to performing powerful attack vectors in many hands-on scenarios and defending significant security flaws in your company's infrastructure

	
		Key Features

		
			Advanced exploitation techniques to breach modern operating systems and complex network devices
	...
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Best Websites for Financial Professionals, Business Appraisers, and Accountants, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This book is aimed primarily at the accountant or financial analyst who is engaged in consulting work—such as business appraisal, financial planning, and management consulting. The consulting area is the most rapidly growing area of accounting practice, and financial professionals in this area can benefit significantly from the increase in...
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Sams Teach Yourself the Twitter API in 24 Hours (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2011

	This book on the Twitter API is geared to the programmer who is just a bit past
	beginner—who knows the basics of LAMP, including how to set up a basic server,
	PHP, JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. You do not have to be an expert programmer to
	use this book, but you should know how to look things up. In writing this book, we
	have tried...
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Hadoop MapReduce v2 Cookbook Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Explore the Hadoop MapReduce v2 ecosystem to gain insights from very large datasets


	About This Book

	
		Process large and complex datasets using next generation Hadoop
	
		Install, configure, and administer MapReduce programs and learn what's new in MapReduce v2
	
		More than 90...
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A Kick in the Attitude: An Energizing Approach to Recharge your Team, Work, and LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	What Jumper Cables are to A Car Battery this Book is to YOUR Attitude


	"Good old fashioned advice on how to have a great attitude, delivered in a pithy andinteresting way."

	—Karen Leland, bestselling author of Watercooler Wisdom: How Smart People Prosper in the Face of Conflict, Pressure and...
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Mens Fitness ultimate workout planDennis Publishing, 2008

	Welcome to the Ultimate Workout Plan, your one-stop training programme for building bigger, stronger, better-balanced and more powerful muscles. With this 12-month, primarily weights-based, plan we'll take all the hassle out of your training, as we identify what exercises you need to do, what weight you should be lifting and what...
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Mastering PostgreSQL 10: Expert techniques on PostgreSQL 10 development and administrationPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master the capabilities of PostgreSQL 10 to efficiently manage and maintain your database

	
		Key Features

		
			Your one-stop guide to mastering advanced concepts in PostgreSQL 10 with ease
	
			Master query optimization, replication, and high availability with PostgreSQL
	...
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Lightwave 3D Character AnimationWordware Publishing, 2004
This book is for anyone who has ever had a character in their heart that they’ve wanted to bring to life with as much fluidity, power, and grace as can be seen in the best animated feature films. This is a book for anyone who has wanted to become an animator but hasn’t gone to Sheridan College in Toronto or CalArts in Valencia. This is...
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CCNA Portable Command Guide (2nd Edition) (Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2007
Scott Empson is currently the associate chair of the bachelor of applied information systems technology degree program at the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, teaching Cisco® routing, switching, and network design courses in certificate, diploma, and applied degree programs at the post-secondary level. He...
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The Ultimate CSS ReferenceSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2008
A complete and thorough and up-to-date reference guide for CSS.
  Stop wasting time doing Internet searches only to find inaccurate, out-of-date, or incomplete information. CSS: The Ultimate Reference includes all the ins-and-outs you need to know including compatability information for all major browsers, lists of useful hacks, known...
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